
Microsoft Fabric
Technical Training

The Microsoft Technical Training is designed to provide participants with a comprehensive 

understanding of the technical features of Microsoft Fabric while promoting practical use of the 

tool. The training begins with a detailed introduction to Microsoft Fabric, focusing on the 

architecture, components, and integration capabilities of the tool. Participants will gain a basic 

understanding of how Microsoft Fabric technically performs in terms of data access, storage, and 

processing. Building on this knowledge, participants will learn through use cases how Microsoft 

Fabric can be applied in real-world scenarios in an efficient manner.
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KI group

Create fast value The training includes an extensive hands-on session where participants 

can independently use the tool and gain practical experience under the 

guidance of the trainer. As a result, after the training they will be able to 

better understand the technical features of Microsoft Fabric and use the 

tool more efficiently in their own organization.

YOUR BENEFITS

WHY USWHY US
Our complimentary skill sets at KI group and wide range of experience in the 

digital and data space allows us to thrive and enjoy creating maximum impact on 

every challenge we face.

With over two decades of expertise in establishing data-driven organizations, we 

back our approach with a comprehensive end-to-end portfolio. This includes 

everything from strategy, business, development, operations, to empowering all 

stakeholders.

FOCUS 1

What is
Microsoft Fabric?

Initial presentation and 
introduction to the basic 

concept of the Microsoft Fabric 
end-to-end SAAS solution 
enabling participants to 

understand the structure, 
purpose, and potential benefits.

FOCUS 2

Technical
Aspects

Analyzing Microsoft Fabric's 
technical dimensions, 

components, integration 
capabilities, and data 

processing mechanisms to 
understand its fundamental 

structure and leverage its 
potential.

FOCUS 3

Hands-on
Exercises

Interactive, hands-on exercises 
that actively introduce 

participants to the technical 
aspects. Under the guidance of 

experienced instructors, the 
technical possibilities of the tool 

are demonstrated.

Project Type
Training & Education

Duration
6 hours

Price
on request

Data Platform
Assessment

Data Governance
Assessment
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